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dedication
we dedicate this journal
to our families and to all
of the authors, poets, and
artists helping us with
this journal , and letting
our dream lift off the
ground even higher than
the first journal .
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about
why borrowed solace?
As a group of college friends sitting around a round table every Friday for two years, we toyed around
with the idea of creating a blog, a collective book of stories, a website, a journal or a magazine, and so many
more things. The last semester, when most of us were graduating, our dreams finally became a reality. We
created a website. We created a blog and social media pages. We launched the submissions for acceptance,
and began our journey.

But before all of that happened, we first took two words we liked and smashed them together to create
borrowed solace, but the meaning goes even deeper than that. If you notice the initials are a part of a literary
rambling we wanted to gather and then release into the world one word at a time. To borrow the works of
others for others’ solace. To comfort, to soothe, to put people in a better mood. We pledge to you this is a
bunch of bs. But we love our name and who we are because of the words we choose to live by and these are
two of them.

how is the journal published?
We intend to publish two online versions a year. Our Spring edition will be our un-themed journal. Our
Fall edition will be our themed journal. We will accept submissions from April to July and October to
December. With our journals coming out in September and March. Submissions come through our website
at borrowedsolace.com. We collect four genres: fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and art. We pick selections based
on the magic they create, the way they engage us as readers and as writers, making us crave for more, and
stories and poems we can walk alongside the authors while reading.

continued
Our dream goal is to publish two online journals a year, and a printed version of the best stories from that
year. Right now, we publish two online versions of each journal. A teaser for free, and a small fee for all of the
stories, plus the bonus content of interviews from the authors, poets, and artists, and craft essays. The journals
are sold online at our website borrowedsolace.com.

who we are and what we are about?
We come from all different backgrounds and we each have our own stories, but our passions and interests
drive us to the same conclusion. We love writing. We love reading. We love the power and magic of words. We
are based in Colorado Springs, Colorado because that is where we all met. One of us was born in California, one
in Iowa, and two in different parts of Colorado. But we all converged in one state, in one city, at one college, with
one dream.

We intend to publish two online versions a year. Our Spring edition will be our un-themed journal. Our
Fall edition will be our themed journal. We will accept submissions from April to July and October to
December with our journals coming out in September and March. Submissions come through our website
at borrowedsolace.com. We collect four genres: fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and art. We pick selections based
on the magic they create, the way they engage us as readers and as writers, making us crave more, and that
allows us to walk alongside the authors while reading.

letter from editor
Spring is my favorite season for two reasons: one, Iowa has cold harsh winters—so winter is
over! Two, I get to see nature be revived for the thousandth time. In Iowa, everything goes
dormant for the winter. The trees are bare and brown, the grass brown, the fields, hills, and river
are brown. Everything looks bleak, so when spring arrives—the sun chases the dreadful wintery
brown to begone. The buds on the trees give me hope. The chirps of the golden finches and
screams of the eagles relax me into the humid summer to come. The smell of black dirt and tractors at work give me optimism that nothing can turn into something. And that something can
turn into a creation from those who planted a seed. The rain falls down its thunder, and the sunshine allows the seed from the soil to rise into an orange sunflower. These stories and poems
are the sunflowers in a field in which the editors are the soil, rain, thunder, and sun.
Please enjoy this spring creation, and the beauty that comes from as writing comes from
the moment captured of exquisiteness.

—executive & art editor, Nicole McConnell

executive editor

&
art editor
Nicole McConnell

fiction editor
Amber Porter

nonfiction editor
Nicole Taylor

poetry editor
Addey Vaters

Spring creaks awake like a rusty gate hinge
shaking earth from it's slumber
and causing life to bloom again .

nonfiction

what i heard at the
flight 93 memorial
Sarah Eshleman

My best friend Laura and I stumbled upon
Shanksville, Pennsylvania, one afternoon in April on
our way back from visiting family inMaryland.
We’re still not sure if we took a wrong exit, or if the
GPS arbitrarily rerouted us through the Alleghenies,
but the view was lovely. Fields and rolling mountains, little farmhouses and back roads; it was the
least likely place for a destination.
While still trying to figure out exactly where
we were, we passed a brown state park sign announcing, “Flight 93 National Memorial Ahead.”
After several moments, the details converged
in my mind: Pennsylvania. Flight 93. September 11.
“Let’s go back,” I said.

*
Last fall at my parents’ house, I rummaged
through some old college and high school memorabilia—ticket stubs, journals, best friend bracelets,
stuffed animals, bookmarks, pictures, and a weird
cat tapestry—once significant things that had shriv-

eled in my memory like the dead bugs in the
bottom of the box. My sister and mom watched as I
stuffed junk in a trash bag and stacked things to
salvage.
After a while, my brother-in-law poked his
head in the kitchen from the living room where
he’d been watching TV. “Hey, they just caught the
Superbike murderer.”
“Who’s that?” I asked.
“A guy who killed four people at a motorcycle
shop in the early 2000s,” my sister explained.
Throwing a melted frog candle in the trash
bag, I asked, “How did I never hear about that?”
My sister, never one to shrink from the raw
truth, stated, “Well, that was in your early teen
years—back when you were only thinking about
yourself.”
It was a fair enough point. My teen years had
largely consisted of me jotting down stories and
poems in notebooks, researching World War II history for a novel that still sits unfinished, or daydreaming at windows. Often trapped in the confines of my self-made, idyllic reality.
Looking back now, I don’t recall the details of
much outside my own little world at that time. But
with striking clarity I do remember one day—a date
so infamous we know it by cold numbers: 9/11.

*

The sun settled on the carpet like powder, with leaf
shadows trembling in the morning breeze, as I completed my homeschool math assignment. The
phone rang once in the kitchen. A few minutes later, it rang again. When I heard a third call come in, I
went to investigate.
Still on the phone with the latest caller, Mom
placed a hand over the mouthpiece and whispered,
“Somebody flew a plane into the Twin Towers.”
A little over a year earlier the news would
have meant nothing to me. But just that August I
had visited the World Trade Center, paid the
$11.00 fare, rode in the elevator with more buttons
than I had ever imagined, and stepped onto the observation deck to see more of the world than I had
ever surveyed. I could hardly comprehend the towers’ height; I surely couldn’t comprehend their terrible fall. I don’t even know that I tried.
I spent the next months and years avoiding
any stories or conversations about 9/11. I changed
channels, turned up music, buried my face in a
book, and typed faster. I descended deeper into my
own stories and poems and fears. Forgetting the
smoking towers, the rubble, the flames, the falling
people—the tremor in my mom’s voice when she
told me the news. Fearing I might shatter if I faced
this real world, I refused to absorb the horror these
people had endured.

I’ve often wished to remember what I did on
September 10—the night before the world
changed. The last night. That’s what the terrorists
called their plan: The Last Night. Copies of this
plan—giving detailed instructions for the day of the
attack—were recovered from the terrorists’ cars,
and a suitcase that didn’t make it on the plane, and
one damaged version was found at the Flight 93
crash site. It was the last night before crushed metal and lives, before burning buildings and raging
war, before debilitating division and fear.
It was an almost seamless plan. But there was
one thing the terrorists didn’t foresee, something
so tragically glorious that they, in their hate-twisted
minds, could never have fathomed: a field in Pennsylvania.

*
Traveling the long, somber road was like driving toward death, toward the past I had never confronted. I tried to imagine the land as only a field
before the concrete and fences and signs. The first
sign along the road to the right labeled the horizon,
the mountains and the placid row of houses over
which the 757 descended in its final minutes aloft.
We passed the visitor center and followed the
signs until we ran out of road in a parking lot and

stepped out. Mammoth dandelions sprouted all
around, too cheery a greeting for what we had
come to see.
More signs outlined the story, and another
displayed rows of faces and names—people I’d never thought of as individuals. Yet here they were,
staring me in the face—their eyes and names and
hometowns and ages. From California and New Jersey to North Carolina and Hawaii, they had gathered from across the United States to fulfill their
time and place in history.
According to one of the signs, witnesses reported that the sky glistened with metal and debris
that morning after the crash. But today there were
only gray clouds threatening rain, so we continued
on the walkway, which ran along the northern edge
of the crash site and debris field.
Several hundred feet away, a boulder marked
the point of impact. In the background stood a jagged grove of hemlock trees, still bearing the marks
of the crash.
At the end of the walkway waited the wall of
names. Though from a distance it had appeared to
be one continuous marble slab, up close the wall
was really a succession of separate slabs, each
bearing a chiseled name. A sign explained that the
design honored the individuality of each victim’s
sacrifice and the unity of their last efforts.

“We need to go.” Laura nudged me. The rain
had started, and we still had to stop at the visitor
center at the top of the hill to see the other exhibits.
We turned from the wall and sprinted back to
the car, to the dandelions bobbing in the rain.

*

To finish the rest of Sarah Eshleman’s “What I
Heard at the Flight 93 Memorial” and explore
more nonfiction pieces, buy the full borrowed
solace Spring 2018 Issue at
https://borrowedsolace.com/store/

poetry

untitled
Samantha Clarke

Our eyes held hands…
Our eyes held hands across the restaurant
as her glazed eyes searched drunkenly for your arm
and his angry eyes glared at his pasta.
Your glance trickled down my body like a clinging water droplet
And I
didn’t blush.

motheaten
Mickey J. Corrigan

When my mother died
I could smell her
five and dime
perfume, fresh snow
moth holed and yellowed
bridal dresses, canned
chicken noodle soup.
Dusk kept falling, the air
full of sand and bullet
holes
you could see through
to the dirty lining
of a heart rubbed raw.

No more salted beer
laughing between
menthol chains, I listened
for the rustling of shadows
old lovers, tragedy
too green
to understand.

On the grey marble slab
her cheeks like caves
no one could enter
rouged flesh taut
as a rubber doll. Cold
silence enshrouded us
and I could not speak
loud enough,
loss and strangeness
self-addressed coffins
a half-lit gilt room.
Later the full moon
broke apart at the seams
like runs in a nylon stocking
and I didn't know
who she used to be
to anyone
other than me
and I was nobody now.

the matter of autumn
Emily Strauss

Here we come to the matter of Autumn
when trees denude themselves in two nights
leaving barren branches with old nests
now visible, we see white skeletons
long hidden in the canopy, brittle bones
of fledgling hawks never flighted.
Autumn revels in bare trees and brush
the detritus of growth, for a moment
the ground is golden with leaves, then
brown, at last snow-filled, white drifts
cover more bones and graves, smells
of decay, the living wait for their turn.

Autumn no longer matters as winter
finally arrives, bodies retreat inward
shivering with one eye open to measure
the depth of snow on the trunks of spruce
and larch, sleeping under fur or feather
quilts, and some expire before it ends.
By Spring we will find more bones

and graves, some hidden, some lying out
in the dirty snow, some laid carefully under
flowers and markers with dates chiseled
in stone to tell us the old die more often
in winter than in Autumn's golden showers.

To read more poems by Samantha Clarke, Mickey J. Corrigan, and Emily Strauss or explore more
poetry, buy the full borrowed solace 2018 Spring Issue
at https://borrowedsolace.com/store/

fiction

those who cast stones
Brian Sweeney
Like a demon escaping hell, the old, rusted
Chevy Camaro came to a roaring halt, its engine
grunting like a ghoul, as its wheels slid over gravel,
barely avoiding the street sign marked Pearl Gate
Street. Sam, an older looking man with dry features
and tired eyes complete with bags larger than milk
saucers, reached out towards the bent mailbox and
pulled out a large package with his name written
across it in black ink. He knew exactly what it was,
it’s weight and shape were just like all the others.
Package in hand, he pulled up to an ancient, decrepit looking log cabin surrounded by woods on all
sides except for a lake hardly a few feet away. He’d
moved here for the tranquility that came with
choosing to abandon society; originally a paradise
for his isolation, time had grown his paradise lost
into a self-sustaining prison. At this point, the only
thing returning him home every night was a tired
mind and the microwavable dinner trays.
He forced the door open with the tip of his
boot until its locks could no longer fight back. The
cabin was considered livable by only the barest
standards; tables were covered in empty bottles,

crumpled papers, and stacks of manuscripts towered over every inch of furniture. Empty plates and
microwave food trays littered the floors and now
the foul air from them had started to move in; there
was simply no place for anything anymore. Even the
mice stopped coming after the house became tainted with an irreplaceable feeling of trepidation.
Sam lit up a cigarette, it’s amber glow illuminating the room enough for him to find the sticky
light switch. He stumbled across the wine stained
rug and slammed down the package next to the only thing not covered in dust, cigarette ash, or dirty
dishes: a typewriter with his name engraved on the
side, a remnant of his short-lived prior life. It was a
little brighter than what Sam had originally intended; its shell was perfectly painted a vibrant ruby red
color like one of the hotrod pictures he used to
have hanging around the house. Still, it was the only
thing in the house that looked pristine anymore, like
it was maintained every night after its frequent uses, almost obsessively so.
“Let me guess, another reject? Don’t know
why they even bother wasting the stamps anymore,” Sam muttered as he took a drag, sliced open
the package with an old buck knife, and inspected
its contents.
“Dear Samael Ryan, we regret to inform you
that your submission ‘A Love Between Birds’ will
not be accepted for publication at this time. We are

sorry to inform you of this news, but romance is a
promising and intellectual work of art, one that
must be unique in the eyes of readers,” Sam read
the note allowed, each word further tiring his voice.
He tossed the letter aside to the floor like an
angel cascading down from heaven into a pile with
an uncountable number of rejection letters. He
could feel the mix of looming rage and wasted years
building at his temples. Both passionate and furious,
he grabbed the manuscript he’d just received back,
no corrections or signs of being read, just sheets of
paper, and threw it into a bucket along with his other sent manuscripts and marched out the back door.
The cool winter air nipped at the tip of his nose and
lips like thousands of needles piercing frail skin, yet
still he continued onwards, a furnace building inside
of his heart. He pressed forward and onto a small
hill just next to his house and looked out over the
oppressing mountains and black lake, waiting for a
sign to prove him wrong. Nothing came, and so he
took an old metal garbage can, all the manuscripts,
and drowned them with a bottle of cheap whiskey
even he had grown to despise, then took one last
drag from his crumbling cigarette before he tossed
it inside the barrel.
“Pointless shit anyway,” Sam said as he
watched the flames consume five years of his work
and transform it all to embers.

“Is this what she meant? Is this another joke or
a sign from you?” Sam shouted into the cold, abandoned azure of the lake. “What a joke.”
Sam sipped some of the amber liquor with a
great pig-like gulp and cleaned the remaining whiskey from his seven o’clock shadow as something
moving at the riverbed caught his attention. His
eyes struggled to focus as the embers danced
around him like fireflies; their sharp contrast to the
dark veil of night fought for his vision and focus.
Faintly, he could make out a dark silhouette trying
to crawl from the water like a wounded man. It
struggled to drag itself closer to shore, leaving part
of its body still submerged beneath the murky lake.
He ran towards the man at full speed.
“Hey? Hey there, what are you doing on my
property?” Sam shouted as he placed his hand on
the being’s back.
He recoiled as he thought he’d placed his
hand on the skin of a fish for a second as his hand
slid down and off the man’s back like oil on water.
Though dark, Sam could make out a spot where
there was a small, circular wound in the creature’s
lower abdomen leaking a strange, white substance
that glistened underneath the moonlight like a star
leaking blood. Confused, but acting on instinct, Sam
wrapped his arm around the man and dragged it inside his house.

As he carried the almost weightless being
whose appearance was still shrouded by darkness,
the brown, dead grass around him slowly began to
take shape again as its green hue returned. Sam
shook his head in dismissal, it had to be the adrenaline he thought as he continued to drag the man.
Once inside and in better light, Sam recoiled in
equal parts fear and confusion as he saw exactly
what it was that he had brought into his house.
Under the light, the man’s skin was onyx in
color, but looked like there was a primary layer over
the dark skin that had a slight milky, opal color that
was less opaque around its face, stomach, and
hands. Its skin swirled like galaxies twisting in the
void of space; different colors ranging in type made
up what looked like small clouds of cosmic dust that
occasionally popped up through its skin’s surface.
In amazement, Sam studied the creature’s
physique until his eyes met with it’s almost entirely
black, yet, oddly gentle. It blinked so rapidly, Sam
had lost count at what felt like hundreds of blinks as
its head continued to bob around observing the
house in perfect stride. Sam tried to step back quietly and slowly, only for his creaking floor to wake
the creature from its distractions. Suddenly, it
stood, taller than him by a foot, and leaned its
mouthless face closer, until it was practically touching Sam’s face. In the corner of his vision he stum-

bled to grab the nearby knife off his desk, his fingers dancing around the knife like a ballet dancer,
but it was too late. His body froze as its eyes drew
him into a strange, alluring trance. Suddenly, the
smell of something familiar subtly enticed his eyes
to close; it smelled of flowers, ones he’d picked before for someone that lulled Sam into a strange,
sleep-like trance as he relinquished his will to stay
coherent in the face of the beast.
His mind, stolen into a mirroring world, like an
image’s reflection in a puddle, began to wander
through the memories engrained in the fibers of the
house…

To finish the rest of Brian Sweeny’s “Those Who
Cast Stones” and explore more fiction
pieces, buy the full borrowed solace Spring 2018 Issue at https://borrowedsolace.com/store/
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cover artwork “various flowers” || Taylor Burnfield
editor cover artwork “red roses” || Taylor Burnfield

editor biography cover artwork “time is up” || Martha Clarkson
credits cover artwork “art saucer” || Martha Clarkson

back cover artwork || Heather Lewis
special thanks to pixabay for the rest of the background and cover art

And as soon as the shaking ceases—and
the blossoming radiance settles—Spring
is washed away in a flood of Summer
warmth .

Thank you for reading this free borrowed solace Spring 2018 sample journal! If you cannot get
enough of these works, the full version is available for $7.50 on https://borrowedsolace.com/
store
In the full issue you will find more great pieces that ravage the senses with pristine word choice,
caress the mind with lovely imagery, and tantalize the brain with compelling stories.
Spread the word on social media! You can find more from borrowed solace on twitter
https://twitter.com/borrowedsolace and Facebook https://www.facebook.com/
borrowedsolace/

